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1. Haziel Qi (Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“‘They made a noise like a dog’ (Psalm 59). A few months ago, with pastor’s advice, we had braced 

ourselves for this battle. The adversaries have now covered a greater scope to spew their venom. Such 

kind of inferior works only reflects the confusion of those rebels who wanted to build the Tower of Babel. 

There is already a group of ignorant and superstitious believers being deceived by them, and now they 

expanded their attacks to the whole of ‘Jerusalem’, and sent out ‘Rabshakeh’ who is filled with the 

Antichrist spirit to humiliate the servant of God and His people (Isaiah 36). I believe God will finally 

judge these instruments of Antichrist (Isaiah 37). We thank God for His grace that for the last 6 months, 

we have been continually recollecting the doctrines of pastor and the spiritual blessings that we have 

received through his preaching. Our faith is strengthened, and we cherish the ministry and anointing of 

pastor more. I am pleasantly surprised to see those brethren who are upright, love the truth and stay away 

from the church politics being marvellously preserved. They stand with pastor even to the very end. We 

have brethren from Jiangsu: Asaph Wu, Nahaliel Zhu, Adam Zhu, Zebudah Sun, Shiphrah Chen and their 

congregation.  Those who are not clear about doctrines, being superstitious and love to flatter, follow the 

foolish Maaseiah Su. In Tong Liao, my parents, Leah and Jasper have decided to conduct separate worship 

from Jesher Ma; the church in Mongolia has all decided to follow pastor faithfully. In Shandong, Kadmiel 

Wang and his family are as brands plucked out of fire. They have decided to remain with the remnant. 

Kadmiel had been following Joel Chia and Jeshaiah Lim for 5 years and could not endure their ugliness 

anymore. In 2018 China conference, he stood up and made a clear separation from them. Joel Chia stinks. 

They (both Chia and Lim) are double-headed snakes, good at luring those who are carnally-minded. Those 

who know the personal life of Joel will agree that he is worse than a heathen. Pastor has been very patiently 

exhorting him and yet he did not repent. (Romans 2:4, 5). Instead, he hardens his heart and gathers those 

who have the same spirit as him, and they form the army of the Antichrist. God shall surely judge their 

wickedness. Lim has a wife, Eunice Lim, who is stupid and proud. He has no mind of his own, while 

hesitating, he was pushed to the pit by his wife, a witch, and Joel. This shows that Lim is a fool who 

betrays his conscience for material and spiritual advantages. If you examine carefully, they have the marks 

of the children of perdition (Revelation 21:8). Chia and his cohorts having tasted multiple times of the 

visitation of the Holy Spirit, yet now apostasied, their end is damnation (Hebrews 6:4-8,10:26-31). I am 

fearful for these people. They are deliberately going against pastor. They go around establishing their own 

‘righteousness’. They started this conspiracy and confederacy. They boast about their own righteousness, 

which Paul condemned as dung (Philippians 3:8) and it is spread upon their faces (Malachi 2:3). From 

pastor’s imprecatory prayer, I see the spirit of Phinehas of old. We see the hypocrisy of our Chinese culture 

which loves diplomacy. Though we have separated, we still fall short of the spirit of pastor. The responses 

of pastor and the brethren from all over the world encourage me. From their responses, we experience the 

working of the Holy Spirit to stir us up to fight, to be overcomers (Revelation 21:7). In the providence of 

God, the attacks of the enemies caused us to appreciate more the doctrines which they opposed, such as 

Anointing, the Last Elijah, the Application of The Law, and the Subjective Aspects of The Gospel, etc. 

During this period of time, while trying to refute them, we realized that we have so many ready 

ammunition in our stores (Ephesians 6:11-18). These are spiritual weapons which our pastor has 

bequeathed to us. Truly, I need to count my blessings. We enjoyed the whole process. May the God of 

Elijah send fire from heaven and consume the prophets of Baal. May the people all say, the God of Elijah 

is the true God! We are thankful for the prayers of presiding pastor and the people of God in the 127 
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provinces. In this energy-sapping battle, both physically and spiritually, we want to thank the God of our 

presiding pastor, the Captain of hosts, for strengthening and renewing our spiritual father to lead us to 

complete the race to heaven!”  

 

 

2. Kadmiel Wang (Rongcheng, Shandong, China) 

 

“‘Which justify the wicked for reward, and take away the righteousness of the righteous from him!’ (Isaiah 

5:23). I remembered what Joel Chia himself confessed in his previous refreshment thanksgiving, that he 

was overtaken by covetousness. Now I see what he meant. For the last 5 years, they (the missionary pastors 

whom we once honoured) had gone to the whole of China. They had been to Shandong, Wenzhou, and 

other places and are ensnared by the great material temptations and extravagant lifestyles, and have now 

become the wicked who call the good as evil and evil as good. They said in the open letter that their 

separation from pastor is biblical. They accused Haziel Qi of causing schism. Anyone with some common 

sense, not filled with the evil spirits, will know that they are the ones who want to separate from pastor 

and from Haziel and cause schism to the church.  It is so funny that even the terms that they used are 

robbed from pastor. Christendom in China does not even have this word “doctrine”, so obviously many 

of the terms they used they learnt from pastor. Their letter is so low class. They have nothing to say and 

still stretch (their accusations) as far as five points, it must be very laborious. At the end, they only proved 

one thing –that they are the evil grapes. Every sentence is so erroneous. They bark like mad dogs. It is not 

worth even to answer them. They said in their second point that only those who are young and lack 

discernment followed Haziel. It’s not true! Due to work, I had spent some time in Hohhot with Haziel and 

his group and I found these young people filled with the fear of God and they adorn themselves with 

meekness. They serve God with unity. At the place of prayers, they cried for their sins. In their third point, 

they attacked the ministry of pastor. I want to say that for the past 5 years, the Holy Spirit has attested to 

our consciences the ministry of pastor. They used the people in Reformed circle to attack pastor by quoting 

from their books or creeds. But do they not know that the late renowned pastor, Charles Chao, who had 

great influence in the international Reformed circle, acknowledged pastor Elijah as a distinguished, true-

blooded Reformed pastor, and commented that those in his congregation are blessed! Now these people 

who attacked pastor are overtaken by the evil spirits of the counter-Reformation, and have become so 

blind and ignorant. They even have the audacity to quote pastor’s words, saying, ‘Do not fall into the great 

apostasy and delusion’. What?!? They are treacherous and despicable! They are agents of the counter-

Reformation, used by the evil trinity. Also, they said Joel Chia came to Shandong because pastor permitted 

it. No! In actual fact, it was Joel who instigated Jeshaiah Lim to ask pastor for permission to let him come 

to Shandong. Joel was the director behind the scene. Pastor in his message from Deuteronomy 32 said: 

‘the spirit that you have is not the spirit I ministered unto you. You do not have my spirit.’ This point is 

still lingering in my mind this day. ‘Forget not the voice of thine enemies: the tumult of those that rise up 

against thee increaseth continually’ (Psalm 74:23). I remembered Zephaniah Soh reminded us about the 

coups in the house of David and he urged us to examine which role(s) we are in. Today, I solemnly 

examine myself whether my family and I have truly received the spirit of pastor (I Peter 1:11 the Spirit of 

Christ). Do I really know pastor’s anointing? (I Peter 1:12 that have preached the Gospel unto you with 

the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven). Am I playing the roles of Absalom and Ahithophel? As I 
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recollected the 6 years of mission works of Lim and Chia in China (I was either following them, or bringing 

them from one place to another), I witnessed how they sold the doctrines of pastor cheaply. While 

conveying the doctrines of pastor, they were also secretly building their own kingdoms. They bought a 

sheep farm in a faraway land of a North East village, and big houses in Yunnan and Tong Liao, in the 

guise for church work but actually they are for investments. The greed of Gehazi and Balaam are deep-

rooted in them. They also enjoyed my personal services. Many said I was honoured to be their secretary. 

I massaged them in the night and in the day I served them food and drinks, and I was their ‘armour bearer’. 

At that time, I thought it was my privilege to serve the them. When I was sleeping beside Joel, sometimes 

I heard strange eerie noise coming out from his mouth. Although I was learning pastor’s doctrines through 

their conveyance, in actual fact I was assimilating their spirits. I spoke with the gentleness of Lim but I 

have the thunder-like temper of Chia. I treated my wife as a dictator. I too became very covetous. I 

indulged in technological devices. When my children went with me for mission trips with Lim and Chia 

to Wenzhou for a few days and they saw how the missionaries were received by the locals, they told me 

that they wanted to be preachers to receive money from others and eat well like wealthy men.  I too was 

attracted to such kind of living. I am not saying that this is their fault and not my fault. I too have to be 

blamed for entertaining the lusts in my heart. From the treachery that happened today, I see the reality of 

pastor’s messages: the twin battles, the doctrine of men, the anointed ministry, the doctrine of the Church, 

the final apostasy, the eschatological views of the perilous times, the extravagant lifestyle and the poser 

‘Will ye also go away?’ I was reminded of Luke who faithfully followed Paul and Demas who departed 

(having loved this present evil world). Thank God that every character serves a purpose (to warn us). ‘The 

LORD hath made all things for Himself: yea, even the wicked for the day of evil.’ (Proverbs 16:4) I 

remember in the past how Joel attributed the virtues that he had to presiding pastor, acknowledging pastor 

as conservative and pure. But now, Joel has turned so abruptly to accuse the man who nurtured him and 

to attack his moral character. ‘Doth a fountain send forth at the same place sweet water and bitter?’ (James 

3:11) Last year, we commemorated the 500th anniversary of the Protestation Reformation. This year, we 

experienced the raging counter-Reformation attacks. These wicked claimed to be Reformed but they have 

actually apostasized. They claim separation as being wicked and they promote love and peace at the 

expense of sound doctrines. This is no different from Christendom at large: the evangelicals, the 

Charismatics and the three-self church. I feel sad for those who are deceived by their wicked devices. They 

are brought back to the darkness that they came out from. As pastor said, he came not to bring peace, but 

a sword that divides. Indeed, the Gospel divides, and exposes. ‘Think not that I am come to send peace on 

earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a man at variance against his father, 

and the daughter against her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law. And a man's foes 

shall be they of his own household. He that loveth father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me: 

and he that loveth son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he that taketh not his cross, 

and followeth after Me, is not worthy of Me. He that findeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth his life 

for my sake shall find it.’ (Mathew 10:34-49) I thank God for preserving me, one who had been banefully 

influenced by Chia and Lim, and yet still being marvellously kept in the camp of Elijah. I pray to God, the 

Father of our Lord Yeshua Christ, to be merciful to me, forgive me for collaborating with the foxes and 

wolves in the past few years. Cleanse me with the blood of the Lord Yeshua Christ and with the sound 

doctrines of pastor. Remove all the residual evil spirits (including the spirits of Lim and Chia) within me, 

and grant me a second chance to reunite with pastor and return to Zion.”  
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3. Ethan Wu (Ulan Bator, Mongolia) 

 

“Thank God for raising up His servant in this extremely dark age because of His mercies towards His 

people in the 127 provinces. Through His servant, we are nourished spiritually. Throughout history, the 

true servants of God are despised and alone, the people of God are the remnant of the remnant. They are 

often encompassed by the enemies. This is a reality and cruelty. The fake news reporters often come in 

the façade of kindness to deceive many people. They use their deceitful tongues to deceive multitudes of 

poor believers. Ultimately they are against God. As Acts 7:51-52 reads, ‘Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised 

in heart and ears, ye do always resist the Holy Ghost: as your fathers did, so do ye. Which of the prophets 

have not your fathers persecuted? and they have slain them which shewed before of the coming of the Just 

One; of whom ye have been now the betrayers and murderers.’ To persecute the servant of God is to resist 

the Holy Spirit and become the cohorts of those who crucified Christ. Such kind of attacks and mockery 

have been continuing, from the fall of Adam, from the departure of Cain till the final apostasy. The same 

things have been happening. What is astonishing is the continuity and pervasiveness of such attacks. Their 

end is damnation, see Acts 1:18 ‘Now this man purchased a field with the reward of iniquity; and falling 

headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out.’ We have the doctrines of Martin 

Luther, John Calvin and other Protestant Reformers and Puritans. I believe God had raised them up 

because of His mercies for the people in the Dark Ages. But the world is changing, our time is different 

from the past. Who is holding on the truth and defending it in our days? Who is labouring for the house 

of God with tears and sweat day and night? Who is preaching the truth without apology? Who is exposing 

the apostate Protestants? I am convinced it is our presiding pastor. His preaching is filled with the strong 

anointing of the Holy Spirit, able to bring sinners to conviction of sins. His preaching has authority and is 

pastoral. Our consciences can attest to it, even if you refuse to acknowledge it because of your stiff-

neckedness. Down the corridor of history, the true servants of God are subject to attacks: they were spat 

on, whipped, hung on the trees, burnt at the stakes. Now history is repeating itself. The servant of God is 

slandered. The people of God have been deceived by the conspiracy of the wicked ones. Revelation 16:13-

14 ‘And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth 

of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet. For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, 

which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great 

day of God Almighty.’ But God shall surely confound them. Revelation 20:10 ‘And the devil that deceived 

them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be 

tormented day and night for ever and ever.’ Revelation 21:8 ‘But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the 

abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have 

their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death.’ Psalm 37: 12-17 

‘The wicked plotteth against the just, and gnasheth upon him with his teeth. The LORD shall laugh at him: 

for he seeth that his day is coming. The wicked have drawn out the sword, and have bent their bow, to cast 

down the poor and needy, and to slay such as be of upright conversation. Their sword shall enter into 

their own heart, and their bows shall be broken. A little that a righteous man hath is better than the riches 

of many wicked. For the arms of the wicked shall be broken: but the Lord upholdeth the righteous.’ 

Ephesians 6:17 ‘And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God’; 

Hebrews 4:12 ‘For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, 
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piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner 

of the thoughts and intents of the heart.’ May God bring about the fall of Babylon the Great! Confound 

and confuse Satan, the Antichrist, and the False Prophet! May God curse them greatly for their confederacy 

and conspiracy! Having come under pastor’s ministry, I have learned to discern good and evil. I have 

come to know what erroneous doctrines are. I came out from falsehood but today I am confronted with 

such a great treachery. I see that indeed strait is the gate, narrow is the way. Last year, we were all happy 

that we were delivered from Charismaticism and Dispensationalism. But now, within the true church of 

God, there are revolts and betrayal. History is repeating itself. Deuteronomy 32:15 ‘But Jeshurun waxed 

fat, and kicked: thou art waxen fat, thou art grown thick, thou art covered with fatness; then he forsook 

God which made him, and lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation.’ Today, I have experienced what 

pastor has preached before about the great apostasy, the great delusion, the great unbelief. Not only it is 

real, it is also so close to us. Thank God for preserving me. I feel sad for those who were once my brethren, 

who had been blessed in the past through pastor’s ministry. May God greatly curse Lim and Chia and their 

cohorts for deceiving so many people! I see their covetousness and ambition. They bring people to 

themselves, not to Christ. Jude 17-21. I pray that God strengthen our presiding pastor, our spiritual father.”  

 

 

4. Hanameel Su (A Ba Ga Qi, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“They (referring to those who have separated from us) are clowns. I felt they should not even use the 

biblical names that pastor gave them. If I do not stand up for pastor and fight, then I will be cursed like 

Meroz. Their letter is full of evil spirits. It makes me want to vomit. There is no building up, but keeps 

attacking. I can see how vicious they are, like the devils! They are trampling the Church of Christ all over! 

If it is not for presiding pastor who has taught me all these years, my family and I will still remain in 

darkness. We must know from whom we have learnt all these things (2 Timothy 3:14). Those who once 

conveyed the doctrines of pastor have now turned to bite his hands and openly oppose him. Why did they 

not do it long ago? Why must they wait until now? Their motive is questionable. We can see how wicked 

they are! Those who follow them also show that they blasphemed the Holy Ghost. I fear that there is no 

forgiveness for them. Have they forgotten all the tears of thankfulness and contrition they shed in the past? 

When the law was applied on them, they all ganged up and attacked the servant of God and even attack 

the personal life of pastor. How despicable! How can there be repentance if there is no application of the 

law? How can we be brought to Christ? I know the importance of the law because pastor has taught me. 

In August 19 NJT, what I see is the honesty of Haziel Qi in confessing his sins and revealing to us his 

struggles. Pastor’s comments on Haziel encourage us to repent and to examine our hearts whether our 

spirit is right. ‘Repent!’ is the very first word the Lord Yeshua Christ said when He started His public 

ministry. He said, ‘Repent! For the Kingdom of God is at hand.’ Should not our life be marked by 

repentance? Their letter really made me angry. It is to cast doubts and destroy our faith. It is obviously the 

works of the evil trinity. I see the three unclean spirits from the mouth of Dragon, Beast, and the False 

Prophet (Revelation 16:13). I am thankful that I am preserved under the ministry of pastor. I did not follow 

the steps of Absalom and Korah. May God grant me grace to follow pastor till the end!”  
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5. James Jeaterai (Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“I feel sad for Joel Chia, Jeshaiah Lim and those who followed them. I want to say that pastor is the 

standard raised of God to fight against the tides of apostasy in our days, and to tackle the spirit of Laodicean 

in us (Isaiah 59:19). Yet they are like Absalom standing at the gate to gather the weak and ignorant to 

fight against David. I pray God judge them and take vengeance for His servant. They are like Cain and 

Saul persecuting the spiritual ones. They are so wicked, going around to slander and smear the name of 

their spiritual father who has been labouring for their souls and hoping they will repent. Our presiding 

pastor is fighting for souls, fighting for Christendom at large, yet these wicked used all kinds of evil words 

to slander their own pastor. They are like Judas Iscariot. They sell their souls to the evil trinity. May God 

curse them! ‘Set thou a wicked man over him: and let Satan stand at his right hand. When he shall be 

judged, let him be condemned: and let his prayer become sin.’ (Psalm 109: 6,7) I thank God for raising 

up pastor in these days of darkness, and allowing me to know He is an anointed preacher of God. His 

preaching attests to that. May God preserve me faithful in the ministry of pastor.”  

 

 

6. Michaiah Zhou (Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“I noticed this conspiracy had been ongoing for a long time. For half a year, I had noticed Lim was 

secretive in many things. He had been preaching another gospel. So I was not surprised when I received 

the open letter. I see that their arguments were contradicting without any basis. Lim and Chia are using 

these simpletons to vent their frustrations and grudges against pastor. They are very diplomatic outwardly, 

but this letter exposed their pride and presumption. Their open letter is become their own pit. These 

simpletons thought Lim and Chia could bring them to heaven, not knowing they are wasting their money, 

time and resources. They have lost the godly heritage, the saving knowledge of the Bible and the way of 

salvation. At the end, it is the judgment of God that awaits them.”  

 

 

7. Jair Ma (Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“I am encouraged to see all my brethren stand up to defend pastor. On the other hand, I am fearful for 

myself as I see how treacherous our enemies are. How can these people who had once cried and thanked 

pastor and repeatedly acknowledged his ministry suddenly take a 180 degree change? They now deny the 

works of the Holy Spirit that they had experienced in the past! Their attacks on pastor are so vicious. This 

is unthinkable yet so real. The battle is so heated. 1 John 2:18-20 said these ones are of the wicked one, 

they have the antichrist spirits. I see how real the battle of Armageddon is. Their sudden change and turn 

from pastor manifest the works of the evil trinity. I am preserved in this perilous time because of pastor. I 

am also aware that I am a fully depraved person. May God help me not to depart from the truth one day. 

May God judge these wicked, send all the plagues in the book of Revelation to them!”  
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8. Ruby Wu (A Ba Ga Qi, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“I believe in every epoch of history, God has raised up His true servants. The true servants of God are 

often subject to attacks; even Paul had to defend his ministry. I believe those who follow the true servants 

of God follow Christ. It is our obligation to recognize the true servants of God. To recognize them, we 

need the attestation of the Holy Spirit. In the past, all of you had been acknowledging with your mouths 

the marvellous works of the Holy Spirit in the ministry of pastor, and appreciating him as a true servant 

of God. But what have happened to you now? Are we now to blaspheme the Spirit of God? Furthermore, 

our separation should be based on doctrines or creeds. But, I have not seen pastor erred in his doctrines. 

How can you quote pastor’s preaching on Deuteronomy 32 out of context! In his message, he was 

encouraging us to seek God. How can we deny the light we have received in the past few years through 

pastor’s preaching? Which of pastor’s doctrines is contrary to the teaching of the Bible? I am shocked at 

your absurdity! I do not want to meddle with the personal issues. I just want to say that it was Haziel Qi 

who brought me to the means of grace. I can testify that he has the love for the truth and the love for souls. 

Why do you talk about drawing the boundary of the ethnicity? How does that come in? I don’t understand. 

You are not happy about NJT August 19. You said pastor took the side of Haziel. But I see it differently. 

I see Haziel’s contrition and repentance. His experience is very realistic. Should not all of us learn from 

him? It is not pastor who sided him, but it is the way of the Bible to teach us to be contrite. In the August 

19 NJT, I see that pastor is still showing his love towards Chia and Lim because of his love for their souls. 

Chia and Lim had taught us in the past not to be averse to the law but now they cannot take the law. Instead 

they humiliated their pastor who applied the law on them! Lastly, with regards to their attacks on pastor’s 

personal life, I cannot comment much but I want to affirm that I have never seen one like pastor who has 

granted me such great light. Although my reception (of the preaching) is limited, I want to be faithful to 

whatever little I have received. I wholeheartedly agree with pastor’s curses upon them. May God grant 

them the end of Absalom and Adonijah!!! They are indeed the devilish bastards!!! They claimed it is an 

open letter and sent to the whole world, but yet they did not send to pastor and the local leaders! These are 

dirty tactics!  I guess they have no confidence in what they had written, hence they dare not to disclose 

their names. They are worse than heathens! Their letter is not worth reading. Many of the doctrinal terms 

which they used to accuse pastor are stolen from pastor. In fact, many words are stolen from pastor!!! It 

is all about personal attacks. It is not worth even to spend time using the Bible to refute them.”  

 

 

9. Jasper Qi (Tongliao, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“This conspiracy has been ongoing for a long time but it only surfaced now. I have noticed sparks and 

traces here and there. It has brought much hurt and impact on the church in Tong Liao. After the 2018 

China conference, Jesher Ma (my husband) returned to China and had faithfully conveyed the messages 

of pastor. He led us to recollect the messages. We were especially blessed and sanctified by Deuteronomy 

32. Jesher was much blessed by the message and had shared with us his response towards the message. I 

thought it was a good warning for all who are involved in the work of God. But unexpectedly, Chia, whom 

we had respected much, did not respond well to the preaching. He was filled with resentment and 
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bitterness. In May, Lim came to China. We sent Jesher Ma to Zhengzhou to meet up with Lim and his 

wife to show our welcome and love. Little did we know that this visit turned out to be a disaster. After his 

return from Zhengzhou, his tone and spirit all changed. All the blessings he received in the China 

conference were all gone. In every preaching, he subtility brought in the notion that Haziel was attacking 

Chia. His preaching brought oppression and darkness to us. We felt spiritual darkness hovering around 

which we had never experienced before. I cry much when I see that Jesher is being drawn into this 

conspiracy. In the subsequent conferences conducted in various places in China, I noticed that Ziba Wang, 

who used to have great respect for pastor, no longer mentioned pastor in his prayers, unlike the past. 

Subsequently, I learned that Lim had poisoned Ziba by speaking evil about pastor, attacking his personal 

life. Many who are new and young in faith are also poisoned when Lim spread evils about pastor claiming 

that he is immoral. I feel very sad that these two missionary pastors, who had been telling us to submit to 

the application of the law, they themselves cannot take it when pastor applied the law on them. Not only 

they cannot accept the application of the law, they now openly deny the role of the law. Chia had often 

taught us how to discipline our children, but now he regards his ego and pride more important than his 

soul. He could not take it when he was humiliated by the application of the law from pastor. Today, when 

I look at these two pastors, whom our presiding pastor have nurtured and tutored for the last 20 or 30 

years, have absolutely no regard for him seen in their open letter, I am very disappointed and sad. I must 

not forget the blessings that I have received under pastor’s ministry. It is pastor who has taught me this 

experimental religion and the subjective aspects of the Gospel. I cannot go against my conscience. I 

learned about the saving knowledge of the Bible directly through pastor, not through John Calvin. Also 

the open letter overly exalted Chia and Lim, saying they risked their lives and sacrificed a lot. But without 

the local brethren, including Haziel, who also risked their lives with them, providing the vehicles, 

accommodation, accompanying them and guiding them from place to place, these two missionary pastors 

would not be able to achieve so much. And without the doctrines and messages of pastor to attract the 

hearers, they would not have such a great success. This is the work of God, not of men. It is God Who has 

raised up pastor. It is through his doctrines that China experienced revival.”  

 

 

10. Euodia (Hohhot, Inner Mongolia, China) 

 

“I felt Lim and Chia and their cohorts are so despicable. We, China brethren, can know so much because 

of pastor’s teaching from the Bible. From his preaching, we know about Historic Faith, and how to worship 

God rightly. We are greatly enlightened by pastor’s doctrines. We are attracted by pastor’s love for souls. 

He dares to expose our sins. His exposition of the Bible is consistent with the apostles, Martin Luther and 

John Calvin. He has not failed to preach to us the whole counsel of God’s Word (Acts 20:27). He labours 

for the brethren in the 127 provinces. He contends earnestly for our spiritual inheritance. He reveals to us 

the mysteries in the book of Revelation. He shows us the state of the churches in the last days and the twin 

battles of Gog and Magog and Armageddon. I am preserved as part of the remnant under our covenantal 

head, our pastor. Throughout the corridor of history, the servants of God were subjected to much 

persecutions. May God confound the works of darkness and preserve His servant. I echo the curses of 

pastor on the wicked for they destroy the church of God!”  


